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Summary

Repairs
G-2 Grounds: Downspouts are discharging adjacent to the foundation. This can cause

foundation settlement or basement moisture problems. Make sure all downspouts discharge
water at least 5 -10 feet away from the foundation.

RCG-1 Roof, Chimney and Gutters: Failing mortar was noted at the masonry chimney
above the roof line. This condition risks increased water entry and penetration into the
masonry chimney which can lead to water damage, loose bricks and eventually a failing
structure. Hire a licensed masonry contractor to further evaluate and repair the masonry
chimney as recommended.

RCG-2 Roof, Chimney and Gutters: A rain cap and spark arrestor is recommended for the
chimney flue to prevent water damage inside the flue, to reduce risks of bird and insect entry
into the flue and to reduce risks from sparks exiting the flue.

ES2-3 Electric Service: Hire a licensed electrician to correct the double lugged neutral or
grounded conductors in the electric panel - this is when two conductors share the same lug.
Each grounded conductor shall terminate within a panelboard in an individual terminal that is not
also used for another conductor. Double lugged conductors risk poorly protected conductors
that are more vulnerable to arcing and overheating. This requires additional evaluation by an
electrician.

HCFV-1 Heating, Cooling, Fireplaces and Ventilation: This building has no provisions for
mechanical ventilation - I did not find a 24 hour timer for a fan anywhere - perhaps I missed
one? Installing a bath or laundry fan on a 24 hour timer is recommended to ensure
mechanical air changes. This can help keep relative humidity in check. As a general rule, keep
relative humidity below 50% in cold weather to reduce chances for condensation. You can
monitor relative humidity with inexpensive temperature and relative humidity gauges - I use
one made by Acurite. For a nice fan system I recommend looking at Panasonic Whisper Green
fans - these do not rely on a timer and run continuously to facilitate air changes.
http://www.panasonic.com/business/building-products/ventilation-systems/products/whisper-
green.asp

P-3 Plumbing: An expansion tank is recommended for the water heater; these are
required if the house has a closed plumbing system. Expansion tanks help reduce pressure on
the plumbing system by creating a buffer or a place for water to expand into as water swells
during thermal expansion. Installation of expansion or pressure tanks is modern installation
practice and will be required if a pressure reducing valve has been installed on a public water
supply. Consult with a qualified plumber to install.
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Recommended Maintenance Items
ED1-2 Exteriors and Decks:

Many of the wood windows in this home are exposed to the weather and will require regular
painting and sealing maintenance to preserve the windows and prevent decay. The windows
were in satisfactory condition at the time of this inspection. I checked the windows for wood
decay and damaged during inspection.

LF-2 Laundry Facilities: The dryer exhaust ductwork is dirty and needs to be cleaned for
improved safety. This is important regular maintenance to eliminate a potential fire hazard.

Improves
G-4 Grounds: Typical cracks were noted in driveway flatwork. No immediate repair

appears necessary, though water will continue to deteriorate the surface until the driveway is
repaired or replaced. Regular sealing of small to moderate cracks with a quality exterior
flexible sealant can minimize water penetration and prolong the life of the flatwork.

G-5 Grounds: Portions of the patio flatwork around the home are settling creating trip
hazards. Hire a qualified general contractor to further investigate and repair to eliminate all
trip hazards and ensure a reliable walking surface.

G-7 Grounds: Localized areas of rot and loose and damaged fencing was noted. This is
characteristic of older fencing. Implement repairs to the fencing as needed until updating. The
urgency of this project is subjective. The timing for and scope of repair will depend on how
much the occupant wants to have a fence and what they want it for.

LF-1 Laundry Facilities: A moisture alarm with water shut-off features is recommended
under the washing machine to protect against accidental leaks in the supply hoses. Pans can
be effective when there is a drain, but even these will not protect against a burst supply
connector. A moisture alarm with automatic shut-off will. Watts is a brand I have seen
installed: Link.

Monitors
G-3 Grounds: Important catch basins were noted around the property - see driveway.

These are designed to capture surface runoff and divert water around the building. Be sure to
keep these drains clear, especially before large rain storms. I recommend a cleaning and
servicing of the site drainage system to ensure all ground water and roof runoff is being
reliably controlled and diverted away from the building.

Due Diligences
ES2-1 Electric Service: No permit stickers or paper work related to electrical work were

found on the electric panel. Inquire with the seller for any additional information about this
installation.
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P-2 Plumbing: An evaluation of the sewer line below the ground is beyond the scope of
this inspection. Due to the age and location of the building, a sewer scope is recommended to
further evaluate the sewer line and the below ground connections between the house and the
municipal sewer line. Sewer scopes are done using video cameras and can reveal the
materials, condition and reliability of the sewer line. If that has been done recently, I
recommend disclosing available information. If this has not been done recently, this would be
valuable information to disclose to a buyer.

Notes
G2-2 Garage: Personal belongings and storage were obstructing view of the concrete

garage floor.

RCG-3 Roof, Chimney and Gutters: Gutters were noted to be clean at the time of
inspection. Be sure to clean gutters quarterly to ensure they are performing as intended.

EDFW-1 Electric Distribution and Finish Wiring: Carbon monoxide alarms were found
and noted during inspection. Be sure to check these regularly. The standard is 1/ floor and 1
outside all sleeping areas.

I-2 Interior: During inspection today I inspected the headers and sills around all windows
where accessible. I spot checked around windows using a moisture meter. No water stains,
signs of leakage or elevated readings were found. This is good. It is always a good practice to
monitor any exposed windows, especially those with south and west exposures to check for
leaks during heavy wind-driven rains.

K-2 Kitchen: No air gap noted for the dishwasher waste line but they did run a high loop.
This is not done to WA state standards, but is generally satisfactory and many jurisdictions in
the state allow for simply a "high loop" installation.

A-1 Attic: There is no ramp or safe way to access the attic space. Crawling through
insulation and on top of framing risks damaging thermal barriers and ceiling finishes and is
not a safe way to access an attic. This limited inspection of this space.
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NJ State Inspector License #: 24GI00217500
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